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Starting Oct. 19, we’ll convene
a half-hour later
In an attempt to avoid scheduling conflicts with other
groups at Carvlin Hall, we are moving back the start
time of our monthly meetings to 3:30pm, beginning on
Oct. 19. This is a permanent change.
The main event for the Oct. 19 meeting, will be the
Italian movie Una Vita Difficile (A Difficult Life).
It was produced in 1961 and deals with the turbulent
history of Italy at the end of World War II. The events
of the period touch on the lives of the two
protagonists. Namely, the partisan guerrillas tactics,
the liberation of Rome by the Allied Forces and the

Tuscan Association meetings
now begin at 3:30pm on the
third Sunday of the month.
plebiscite that ended the monarchy
in 1946. Plus, the terrorist attack
on Palmiro Togliatti, leader of
the Communist Party, which
almost triggered another civil
war, with riots and related
repression. And finally, the
reluctant conversion of the
protagonist from left-inspired
idealism to the realities of
post-war capitalism and of
the so called “economic
boom.” Though at the end,
(see Film, page 6)
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Sun., Oct. 19, 3:30pm
St. Philip Neri
Future dates: Nov. 16, Dec. 21,
then the new year

Dal
Presidente
Welcome Back!

by Jimmmie Moglia
President
It is a pleasure to greet you all and
welcome you to the new year of
activities and events of our (now 18year old) Tuscan Association of
Oregon.
As current members already know, the
Tuscan Association welcomes not only
Tuscans or persons of however(see What’s cooking, page 5)
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Upcoming
Area
Events

Oct. 23, 7pm: “Pompeii from the British Museum”
Get an exclusive private view of the British Museum’s blockbuster show
Life and Death in Pompeii and Herculaneum. This version is appropriate for
all ages so that younger audiences can attend and enjoy this unique
experience. The exhibition focuses on the homes and lives of the inhabitants
of the thriving industrial hub of Pompeii and the small seaside town of
Herculaneum nearly 2,000 years ago when Mount Vesuvius erupted in
79AD. With accompanying music, poetry and eyewitness accounts, viewers
go behind the scenes of the exhibition to explore the stories of these famous
Roman cities.
Locations: Wilsonville 9 Cinema – Wilsonville, Santiam 11 – Salem,
Lloyd Center 10 with IMAX – Portland, Cedar Hills Crossing 16 –
Beaverton

Nov. 21 - 23, 10am - 4pm daily: Olio Nuovo Festa at Red Ridge Farms
Our friends at the Oregon Olive Mill celebrate the end of pressing season with the release of this
year’s freshest, unfiltered oil. It’ll be paired with appetizers. Tours of the mill will be offered all day,
each day. This is a free event at Red Ridge Farms, 5510 NE Breyman Orchards Rd. Dayton, Ore. If
you missed the OregonTuscans’ May tour of the mill, or if you want another opportunity to
experience what local, fresh extra virgin olive oil tastes like, here’s your chance!

L’Angolo Italiano

dal Carlo Ilio Mannocci

Con l’inizio dell’autunno la temperatura politica
italiana, invece di mitigarsi, si sta arroventando. Dopo
la visita del Premier Matteo Renzi negli Stati Uniti (da
notare la prima visita alla costa occidentale in decenni)
al rientro in Italia si e’ trovato nella ormai classica
situazione di dover togliere le classiche castagne dal
fuoco! Renzi infatti ha davanti a se’ il tema scottante
dell’articolo 18, botte di ferro dei sindacati, che non
vogliono mollare certe posizioni di privilegio nel
mondo del lavoro.
Una nota buona per gli Italiani residenti all’estero e’
che sono state indette per il prossimo 19 dicembre le
elezioni per il rinnovo dei COMITES (Comitati degli
Italiani all’estero). Elezioni che erano state rinviate in
diverse occasioni fino ad estendere il mandato a 10
anni invece dei 5 previsti dalla legge. Coloro che
desiderano votare devono inviare un modulo di
richiesta al consolato della circoscrizione di
appartenenza (San Francisco per i residenti
nell’Oregon).
E continuiamo a sperare sempre in un
mondo migliore…

Caro
Amico,
Carlo!

You’ve probably
noticed that Carlo
Mannocci, who’s spent
nearly two decades
helping to grow our club, hasn’t been around as much
lately. Health issues are keeping Carlo and Shirley a
bit more homebound than in the past. But don’t think
he’s lost touch with the OregonTuscans – his guidance
and green thumb – whether with his prized garden or
with raising money for the club – are still very much
a part of the Tuscan Association! Grazie, Carlo!
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Columbus Day Dinner marks the end of Festa Italiana 2014
The 60th Annual Columbus Day
Dinner and Dance will take place
on Saturday, Oct. 18th and it will
be a beautiful night! The dinner/
dance will be held at the elegant
Portland Golf Club, 5900 SW
Scholl's Ferry Road in Portland. The
event is produced by Festa Italiana.

Tickets are $50.00 per person and tables
of eight are also being sold. Seating is by
assigned table. Dress is cocktail attire.
Traditionally, the Columbus Day
Banquet is an occasion to gather the
Italian and the Italy-loving community
for an evening of friendship and
merriment.

The evening begins at 5:30pm with a
no-host cocktail hour and assorted
antipasti. Dinner this year will
feature a choice of entrees – Chicken
Marsala, Grilled Mahi Mahi Puttanesca, or Pasta Caprese –
and is served at 6:30pm. Dancing to live music by the band,
Sand Point follows at 8:00pm. A drawing for multiple
generous door prizes will round out the celebration.

Tickets can be purchased from Sheryl
Parise. Contact her at 503-653-0946 or
sheryl@mdcresearch.com.

PLEASE CONTACT SHERYL AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE, AS THERE IS NOT MUCH TIME
LEFT BEFORE THE EVENT.

Just some of the many faces of Portland’s
Pioneer Courthouse Square was transformed into Little Italy during Festa
Italiana from Aug. 21-23. In addition to costumes and accordions, Oregon
Tuscans Jimmie Moglia, Gino Pieretti, Ken Kane and Audrey Perino (near
right, proclaiming her heritage) helped at the main booth. And Festa
stalwarts Bob Iannacone
(lower right) and Lucia
Gallizia (below in the
square) added their effort
and microphone skills to
the occasion. From music
to food to puppets, it was
a wonderful celebration.

Thanks to L’Italo Americano and the Festa Italiana Website for some of the
photos which appear on this page.
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Sunday in the park, with us!
On Sunday, June 22, for the second straight year, the Tuscan Asssociation of
Oregon welcomed summer with a picnic in Sellwood Park in southeast
Portland. The warm sunshine brought out about 18 folks, who enjoyed fine
food, fine wine and fine friends. As usual, Everette Williams (above, far
right) was the best-dressed OregonTuscan.

Louise
Ramunno-Johnson and
husband, Walter, (above, left)
found some shade, while
Louise’s veggie torta (above,
right) was one of the
highlights of the buffet table.
Audrey Perino (above, in the
cap) chatted up club
newcomer Marybeth Fossati.
Audrey’s brother, Ron, (left, no hat) flew in that day from
Albuquerque for a visit and immediately felt at home among
fellow Italian-Americans like Frank Palandrani. And the Pierettis,
(above, right), Astrid and Gino, both chowed down and ciao’d
down! Thanks to everyone for coming!
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What’s cooking for our club? Ask Artusi!
(continued from Page 1)
traceable Tuscan descent. The Tuscan Association of
Oregon is open to everyone, Italian and non-Italian.
Tuscany is our spiritual and virtual center – as the
region that was the center of the proto-Italian language,
and a most prolific hub for everything in art that can be
considered beautiful, under the most exacting
standards, including literature, music, painting,
sculpture, design plus an abundance of folklore and
customs. That includes its cuisine, hearty but light,
appealing but not overbearing, tasty but conservative.
The most celebrated
Italian and classic
author of cuisine
literature is Pellegrino
Artusi (1820-1911).
He is mostly known
for his “La Scienza in
Cucina” (Science in
the Kitchen). He was
born in Romagna,
the Italian hot-bed of
Italian hot-heads
including radicals,
anarchists,
communists and, of
course, Mussolini.
Culinarily
speaking,
Romagna was
equally “hot”, lying in the
geographical shadow of Bologna, a city amicably called
“The Fat.” And those familiar with Bologna’s cuisine
need no explanation for the appellation.
A life-long bachelor, Artusi moved to Florence where
he became a banker and a moneychanger by profession.
Then he thought of taking up writing about a subject he
was particularly fond of and familiar with, namely
cuisine. His book was widely successful and is given
the credit (among others) for having made Italian a
popular language among Italians. It’s a language that
emerged from a minimum of 21 separate “minority”
languages, each with its structure, grammar, lexicon
and literature.
It is not generally known that when Italy officially
became a nation in 1861, less than three percent of the
population spoke Italian. For example, to the Tuscan
researcher Bandi, the Sicilian dialect was africanissimo

(extremely
African). And
when the Venosta
Brothers
undertook a study
of the south of
Italy, they first
went to Naples.
Here, as they
were heard
speaking
Italian on the
street,
passers-by
took the language to be
English.
Still, Artusi pointed out one of the signature
indications of the lightness of Tuscan cuisine (as
compared to the native Emilian). The characterization
is found in the very language describing the food, and
in the usage of Italian diminutives. Hence, for
example, the Emilian “brodo” (broth), when moving
to Tuscany, becomes a “brodino”, that is, a lighter
“brodo”, stripped of its heavy adjuncts, however tasty
they may be.
But I digress... This year, given the (welcome)
growing and resurgent interest in the Italian language
across the world, I would like to introduce, at our
meetings, a no-longer-than-20-minutes session of
what I call FDI (Fast Dynamic Italian). I make an
exception here as I belong to the UAUA (Union
Against the Use of Acronyms). But sometimes one
must go with the flow....
Anyway, I will attempt to introduce some new
methods or techniques that I find helpful in
transforming learning into an exercise in amusement.
As we are going to print, we do not know if the FDI
session will be held at the beginning or the end of the
meetings. Measuring the audience’s preference should
clearly weigh on the choice.
See you all soon!
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FDI – not found on a track, but it’s a vehicle to accelerate learning
By Jimmie Moglia

When you think of Fast, Dynamic, Italian, what comes
to mind? Maybe this…

The “fast” in FDI refers to the duration of the session,
which should strictly be limited to 20 minutes, on the
well-known ground that concentration must be shortterm to be effective.
The “dynamic” refers to the session being interactive,
and to an approach to language that, through
experience, I have found particularly effective.
Especially when it comes to remembering what we
have understood – considering that, with languages
especially, you can’t have one without the other.

or perhaps this…

And, to mildly tease the interest and keep this
description short, the key ideas of FDI are two,
namely etymology and aesthetic memory. The latter
was an inspiration of a professor of philosophy who
taught where I went to school in Italy, and who called
it “philosophic painting.” Though FDI has nothing to
do with philosophy, and all with how we instinctively
structure thought.
I invite you to join me on the third Sunday of each
month for an FDI session in conjunction with our
regular monthly meeting. Our first one is Oct. 19.
Come improve your Italian!

Don’t forget:
our meetings start
at 3:30 now!
Well, correct – Ferraris are certainly fast, dynamic and
Italian – but that’s not what I had in mind.
As I recently discovered, Portlanders interested in the
Italian language number in the hundreds. And, here and
there, various groups meet to learn, improve and practice the language “where the ‘yes’ rings” - “dove il si’
sona”, as Dante Alighieri would say.
The idea of FDI (Fast Dynamic Italian), should be
considered in that same spirit – that is, an opportunity
for those interested, to be involved in what they already
like, along with being part of the Tuscan Association of
Oregon and programs. Plus making friends with
Tuscans, Tuscan descendants and Tuscans or Italians at
heart.

Film kicks off our program year
(continued from page 1)
the viewer is left uncertain as to what it will become
of him.
The subtitles are in English (thanks to Ken Kane for
finding them) – a fact that may be of interest to those
participants interested in sharpening their Italian.
We may not show the complete movie. It was
produced at a time when movies had a first section
(primo tempo) and a second section (secondo tempo).
Therefore, we will show for sure the “primo tempo.”
Another component of the meeting will be our FDI
session. Read more about that at the top of this page.
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